Understanding the forces controlling vascular network properties and morphology can enhance in vitro tissue vascularization and graft integration prospects. This work assessed the effect of uniaxial cell-induced and externally applied tensile forces on the morphology of vascular networks formed within fibroblast and endothelial cell-embedded 3D polymeric constructs. Force intensity correlated with network quality, as verified by inhibition of force and of angiogenesis-related regulators. Tensile forces during vessel formation resulted in parallel vessel orientation under static stretching and diagonal orientation under cyclic stretching, supported by angiogenic factors secreted in response to each stretch protocol. Implantation of scaffolds bearing network orientations matching those of host abdominal muscle tissue improved graft integration and the mechanical properties of the implantation site, a critical factor in repair of defects in this area. This study demonstrates the regulatory role of forces in angiogenesis and their capacities in vessel structure manipulation, which can be exploited to improve scaffolds for tissue repair. 
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mechanical forces | endothelial cells | vascularization | engineered tissue T echniques to generate vascularized tissues bear significant clinical value in regenerative medicine because they ensure sufficient oxygen and nutrient supply within the host tissue, cardinal to transplant integration and survival (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Recent works have attempted to optimize blood vessel network properties, such as geometry, maturity, and stability, by supplementing cultures with biological factors (8) , biomaterials (9) , and geometrical constraints (10, 11) . Although mechanical forces play a central role in all biological processes and have been demonstrated to influence cell differentiation (12) , shape (13) , migration (14) and organization (15) , they have yet to be comprehensively investigated in relation to vascular network assembly. These forces can include both external forces, in the form of shear stress or tensile and compression forces (16) , as well as cell-induced contractile forces (17) . Both external tensile forces and cell-induced forces act on the cell cytoskeleton and are mostly transmitted to the cell through the actomyosin pathway, adhesion sites, and cell stress fibers (18) . In addition, several studies have reported measurement of cell-induced forces on their substrates (19) but have hardly focused on identifying a correlation between the level of cell-induced force and tubular network organization.
Distinct differences in vascular network morphology exist between tissue types, where, for example, vessels are aligned in parallel to muscle fibers but take on a radial organization in the retinal lumen (20) . We hypothesized that tensile forces applied by and on the cells during network assembly play a central role in determining vascular network morphology and properties. Moreover, we hypothesized that implantation of a vascular network organized to match that of the implantation site will improve tissue integration and long-term outcomes. This study monitored the impact of tensile forces on vascular network morphology and properties. Although previous studies primarily examined the effect of such forces on endothelial monolayers or individual cells (21, 22) , the present experimental setup used 3D systems and focused on tube formation and vascular network assembly. More specifically, the effect of cyclic and static tensile forces on network morphogenesis in engineered tissue constructs and their effect on tissue integration postimplantation were examined.
Results

Static Tensile Forces Influence Vascular Network Organization and
Angiogenesis. A coculture of fibroblasts and endothelial cells (ECs) was seeded within fibrin gel fabricated uniaxially between two polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) μposts (Fig. S1A) (23) . The visually observed effects were quantified by application of a custom-designed image analysis program, based on the Hough transform function in Matlab, to calculate the orientation of the vessel structures (Fig. S2) . The static tensile forces, induced by cellular contractile forces and gel shrinkage, triggered formation of vessel-like structures parallel to the stretching direction, consistent with cell actin fiber orientation ( Fig. S1 B and C) . On day 8, the highest level of forces (200 μN) was measured in gels embedded with cocultures of ECs and fibroblasts, compared with acellular gels (75 μN) or those containing ECs only (55 μN) (Figs. S1D and S2). The low levels of forces measured in cultures containing ECs only were ascribed to cell-induced gel degradation whereas the slight increase from baseline in forces measured in the cell-free gel on the first three days postseeding was likely due to gel shrinkage. The low levels of forces applied by ECs resonate with other studies that showed that these cells fail to organize into vessels in the Significance Sorely lacking are techniques to engineer tissue grafts bearing a means to receive adequate blood supply during implantation and after integration with host tissue. Efforts to optimize graft tissue vascularization have manipulated multiple factors but have placed little focus on the role of mechanical forces in blood vessel network assembly. The present work assessed the impact of cellinduced and externally applied forces on the morphology of vessel networks within engineered tissue constructs. Network quality, directly correlated with force intensity and vessel orientation, was tunable by application of different patterns of force. Implantation of grafts bearing networks arranged to match those in the implant site is expected to improve graft integration prospects, as well as their long-term viability and strength. absence of supporting cells (24) . The involvement of cell contractility in the formation of the vascular network was studied by inhibiting myosin II, a cytoskeletal protein responsible for force transmission within cells. Vessel quality was determined by assessing CD31 levels on day 8 of culture, using a roundness parameter, which rose with object elongation (SI Materials and Methods). Upon addition of the inhibitor, reduced cell-generated forces were observed along with damaged networks, lacking elongated vessel-like structures and actin fibers ( Fig. 1 A, II and B). Y27632-mediated inhibition of rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK), an integral mediator of tail retraction, cortical tension, and cell forces, imparted a similar effect ( Fig. 1 A, III and B).
Cultures treated with SU5416, an endothelial cell-specific inhibitor of the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-2 receptor (25), displayed reduced network quality whereas fibroblast actin fibers remained straight and aligned. Although the inhibitor had no direct effect on the capacity of the fibroblasts to induce forces, the absence of an intact network resulted in decreased generated force, compared with the control (Fig. 1 A, IV and B). Moreover, DAPT, the γ-secretase inhibitor shown to inhibit Notch signaling (26) and to increase the number of tip cells within the EC population, did not affect total measured force intensity but shortened the time to achieve maximum force by 3 d (day 5 versus day 8 in untreated cells) ( Fig. 1 A, V and B). This effect can be attributed to increased angiogenic sprouting induced by the heightened tip cell counts (26) . In all of the examined conditions, cell density and viability within the gel were not influenced by the addition of inhibitor (Fig. S3) . Measurement of the cell-induced forces generated after cell exposure to external static tensile forces demonstrated a direct correlation between the level of cell-induced forces and network morphology, with a positive correlation between force intensity and vessel elongation (Fig. 1C) . We therefore aimed to examine the isolated effect of cell-induced forces on vascular network assembly, without concomitant application of static tensile forces. To this end, blebbistatin and Y26732 were added to 3D polymeric free-floating Gelfoam constructs seeded with EC and fibroblasts. The myosin II inhibitor fully arrested network formation, and vessel quality was lower compared with those within the nontreated scaffold ( Fig. 2 A and B) . The effect proved reversible because vascular networks began to reform 2 d after removal of blebbistatin (day 9) (Fig. 2C) . In contrast, cells retained their ability to form vascular networks in the presence of the ROCK inhibitor Y27632. Unlike its response to conditions of static tensile forces in the fixated fibrin gel, the network of freefloating gels was enriched in the presence of Y27632, compared with the control (Fig. 2 A and B) .
Because previous studies have shown that cyclic tensile forces can affect orientation at the endothelial cellular level (27, 28) , we now set out to also examine their effect on vessel network morphology and orientation. To this end, 3D Gelfoam scaffolds cocultured with ECs and fibroblasts for 4 d were exposed to uniaxial cyclic stretching (10% strain and 1-Hz frequency). Vessel-like structures took on a diagonal orientation, symmetrically organized 30-60°to the stretching direction, consistent with the orientation of the cell actin fibers (Fig. 3 A and B) . Image analysis performed on day 8, using the Hough transform function, demonstrated more vessels aligned 30-60°to the stretching direction (mean 20 compared with 10 in other directions). In the control group, no favored direction was observed (Fig. 3C ). Lumen-like structures were identified in paraffin sections cut perpendicular to the stretching direction, attesting to the formation of tube-like structures (Fig. S4 ). Static stretch, applied within a self-designed fixation device (Fig. S5) , on similar 3D Gelfoam constructs yielded results similar to those observed with the fixated fibrin gel, with vessel orientation parallel to the stretching direction, consistent with the orientation of the cell actin fibers (Fig. 3 A and B) .
In efforts to characterize factors underlying the differential effects of cyclic versus static tensile forces on vessel orientation, we measured angiogenesis-related cytokine levels after exposure to various mechanical force regimens (Table S1 and Fig. S6 ). Static stretching induced a significant increase in tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases (TIMP2), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF-)-ββ, and angiopoietin-2 (ANG-2) expression levels, suggestive of accelerated network formation (21), whereas cyclic stretching triggered a significant increase in PDGF-ββ, VEGF, and TIMP1 expression levels, but to a decrease in TIMP2 (Fig.4) .
Orientation of the Vascular Network Improves Integration upon
Implantation. We aimed to evaluate the integration capacity of vessel-like structures designed to mimic the network orientation of the host tissue. To this end, scaffolds subjected to 8 d of static stretching were implanted into the mouse abdominal muscle in the linea-alba region, such that the stretching direction was parallel to the orientation of the mouse muscle fibers (Fig. S7A) . Before implantation, no considerable differences were observed in the Young's modulus of the seeded constructs, when comparing stretching parallel to the aligned vessel direction and orthogonal to the aligned vessel direction. (Fig. S8) . H&E staining of the scaffold area within the implantation site (retrieved postimplantation) demonstrated a connection formed between the host tissue and graft fibers (Fig. S7B) . Two weeks postimplantation, functional blood vessels of both the host and the implanted vascular network were identified via rhodamine-dextran signals (red) (Fig. 5A ). Histological analysis of samples retrieved at this time point (Fig. 5 A, III) demonstrated connections between mouse vessels and implanted human vessels. Moreover, vessel objects preserved their preimplantation orientation within the host (Fig. 5B) , and functional vessel-like structures of staticstretched scaffolds were 2.5-fold longer compared with the control group of nonstretched nonoriented vessels (Fig. 5C) .
To repair abdominal muscle defects, high stiffness must be achieved at the implantation site, to enable resistance of the high forces with which they are naturally challenged (2) . To estimate the impact of oriented vessels on the mechanical properties of the host tissue, the engineered oriented vessel-like structures were implanted in parallel (vertical) vs. perpendicular (horizontal) to the muscle fibers and blood vessels of the host tissue (Fig. 6A) . In addition, control grafts, with randomly organized vessels were implanted in a separate group of animals. The tissues with vertically implanted vessels demonstrated higher stiffness and higher ultimate tensile strength (UTS) compared with the control group (Fig. 6 B and C and Fig. S7C ). In addition, they displayed higher stiffness compared with horizontally implanted vessels, suggesting that adjustment of the vessel structures to match the orientation of the host tissue vessels improves the functionality and the properties of the resulting tissue.
Discussion
Development of functional and mature blood vessel networks in implantable engineered tissues is fundamental to effective application of tissue engineering techniques toward treatment of a diversity of diseases, such as ischemia and cancer (29, 30) . Therefore, much contemporary research focuses on exploring the molecular determinants of the vasculogenesis and angiogenesis processes (31) (32) (33) . The present study considered the contribution of tensile forces to regulation of formation and overall structure of vascular networks. Three-dimensional polymeric systems seeded with EC and fibroblast cocultures provided the basic conditions necessary for creation of a vessel network. A correlation between the degree of cell-induced contractile forces and the quality of the resulting vessel network was observed. In addition, cyclic and static tensile forces induced distinct effects on network orientation and angiogenic factor secretion. Moreover, organized vascular networks implanted in the mouse abdominal muscle integrated more effectively within the host tissue, compared with nonaligned control samples. Here, we present evidence that the actomyosin pathway, responsible for force generation, with a direct impact on cell shape and tissue remodeling (18, (34) (35) (36) , guides vascular network assembly. This guidance is achieved via the actin fibers and myosin II, which orient the cells and trigger stretch-induced elongation, respectively (37) . Myosin II inhibition resulted in a reversible decrease both in cell forces and in the quality of the resulting network. Moreover, vascular networks formed in fixated gels under ROCK inhibition were impaired, an effect that was not observed in free-floating gels. The dual contribution of ROCK activity to angiogenesis is manifested by tail retraction, leading to enhanced cell migration and further stimulation of angiogenesis, alongside cell cortical tension, resulting in decreased branching and inhibition of angiogenesis (38) . Although the role of Myosin II is generally related to cell forces, we further tested response to the inhibitor of ROCK, a protein responsible for mediating cell forces and with a specific role in angiogenesis. In this paper, we present the dual contribution of this inhibitor to the angiogenesis process with and without application of force. Our observations suggest that ROCK activity on a background of cell forces predominantly involves tail retraction and that its inhibition results in decreased migration and damaged vascular networks. In contrast, inhibition of ROCK within the free-floating scaffold results in lower cortical tension, higher branching, and a normal network organization. VEGF is responsible for initiating vessel formation and inducing molecular and cellular events leading to network stabilization and maturation (39) . VEGF inhibition in a coculture of ECs and fibroblasts was predicted to damage the network only whereas the level of forces could be maintained by the fibroblasts (19, 40, 41) . However, the presented results suggest that the force measured during network assembly is applied by both cell types, which provide a synergistic effect on overall force when collaborating to form elongated tubes. Multicellular organization can be the result of a single cell type driving the orientation of the other cell types or, alternatively, active involvement of both cell types in the orientation process. The current observations imply that both cell types are actively involved in the process because EC damage resulted in decreased forces but had no impact on fibroblast orientation. Furthermore, correlation between the degree of generated force and network quality was also demonstrated upon inhibition of γ-secretase, which did not affect total measured force intensity but shortened the time to achieve maximum force, due to increased angiogenic sprouting induced by the heightened tip cell counts (26) . In this study, we demonstrated a means of directing tube assembly using tensile forces, as well as the importance of cell orientation in network structuring. Although other studies have focused on guiding cell orientation using specific patterns or by growing ECs without stromal cell support (11, 42, 43) , here, we relied on self-assembly of a coculture of fibroblasts and ECs and observed formation of a stable and mature vascular network, affected only by the applied tensile forces (24, 44) . Both static and cyclic forces were examined because they were shown to have differential effects on ECs grown in 2D settings (45) . In the present 3D setup, the static forces orientated the cells in the stretching direction whereas the cyclic forces symmetrically oriented the cells 30-60°to the stretching direction, consistent with earlier reports of single-cell observations (46, 47) . Importantly, the present model characterized the whole-structure response, and not the single-cell response, to stretching modalities. The contribution of mechanical forces on vascular network morphology and properties can aid in tailoring these responses to match the structure of a desired site of implantation. Moreover, cyclic stretching was shown to induce a proangiogenic environment, compared with static stretching and the freefloating control. The timing and kinetics of angiogenic factor release (namely, rapid release of VEGF followed by slow release of PDGF-ββ) have been shown to determine network maturity and stabilization (48) . In the present experimental setup, VEGF levels were reduced in all configurations, with the highest levels recorded upon cyclic stretching, whereas PDGF-ββ levels increased, with the highest levels measured under cyclic stretching conditions (Fig. 2E) . These findings correspond with a report of induced autocrine and paracrine signaling in endothelial and stromal cells subjected to cyclic stretching, followed by up-regulation of Ang-2 and PDGF-ββ protein expression (21) .
The understanding that mechanical forces influence the internal structure and overall properties of vascular networks can aid in tailoring them to match the structure of a desired site of implantation. Oriented vessel-like structures implanted in the direction of muscle fibers in the line-alba of abdominal muscle preserved their orientation and contained longer functional vessels compared with the nonstretched control, addressing the need to match the implanted engineered tissue structure with the host tissue structure. No pre-versus postimplantation difference in vessel density was observed (Fig. S7D) . In parallel, a previous study performed in our laboratory has shown that prolonged prevascularization of engineered muscle tissue (21 d in vitro) results in improved orientation and integration in vivo (3). Here, application of tensile forces shortened the required prevascularization period to 7 d in vitro. The 2-wk in vivo incubation period was selected because it was previously shown to be sufficient to observe good integration with the host tissue (3). Shorter incubation intervals of 3-4 d in vivo would not be sufficient for examination of the functionality of the implanted vessels. Periods longer than 2 wk may not be able to determine whether such orientation matching can accelerate integration of the implanted tissue with the host tissue. Moreover, these results shed light on the involvement of tensile forces in vascularization and on the mechanism underlying force buildup during network assembly. This work presents a means of achieving vascularized engineered tissues with properties and structures supportive of host tissue function and viability and can be broadened to obtain different arrangements of vascular networks to match those of diverse tissues, such as cardiac, retina, and kidney. We demonstrated both the ability to control tube orientation via manipulation of tensile forces and the efficacy of oriented vascularized tissues in tissue transplantation. Most importantly, this approach monitored tissue structure responses, rather than single-cell 
Materials and Methods
Detailed materials and methods are in SI Materials and Methods. Briefly, 3D vascular networks were generated by coseeding endothelial cells and fibroblasts on gelatin-based sponges (Gelfoam compressed; Pharmacia & Upjohn Company). Mechanical stimulations were applied on the constructs.
Cyclic Stretching. Cell-embedded Gelfoam scaffolds were cultured for 4 d and then transferred for another 4 d to the Biodynamic test instrument (Electroforce; Bose), where uniaxial cyclic stretching of 10% strain and 1-Hz frequency was applied. Strain was calculated as change in length divided by initial length of the sample.
Static Stretching. Constructs were fixated within a self-designed fixation device, followed by cell seeding.
Control Group. Cell-embedded constructs were grown in a plate.
Cocultures of endothelial cells and fibroblasts were also used to create 3D vascular networks within uniaxial fixated or nonfixated fibrin gels. The cell-embedded fibrin gels were created between two PDMS μposts (Myomics). Control groups included cell-embedded fibrin gels grown within 48-well plates, either attached to the plate or in a free-floating state. Whole human umbilical vein endothelial cell (HUVEC)-green fluorescent protein GFP-seeded Gelfoam constructs and fibrin gels were imaged. Both network quality and vessel-like structure orientation were estimated. Eight days postseeding, static stretched and control scaffolds were implanted in the abdominal muscle of mice. All animal studies were approved by the Committee on the Ethics of Animal Experiments of the Technion.
